
 

BRIVO ACCESS CONTROL  
PANEL NETWORK TROUBLESHOOTING 

 

Overview:  When a Brivo device is having problems communicating with its server, consider this 
information as well as normal network troubleshooting procedure. 

 

 The devices sometimes have problems with auto negotiating (particularly to Cisco 
devices.)  Setting the port speed to 10 Full Duplex at the switch resolves this.  It can be 
verified that this is the issue by connecting the device via a simple switch, as this should 
also resolve the issue. 
 

 Some managed switch settings such as “port fast” and “spanning tree” can interfere 
with the connection because spanning tree detects the panel’s NIC as a switch.  If 
possible, these should be disabled on the port. 
 

 The device requires port 443 outbound to be open. 
 

 If your network uses a proxy, content filter, or firewall, it may be necessary to exclude or 
forward traffic from the device and/or to the server. 
 

 Our devices send packets with “Do Not Fragment” set.  If the devices are communicating 
across a VPN (especially if optimized for voice), it is possible that the packets are being 
truncated and the issue is related to MTU and Max Segment Size. 
 

 Setting the device to a static IP address can increase reliability, but should not be 
necessary. 
 

 If you encounter link up/down when using Cisco Catalyst routers and have tried the 
above, try to increase the jitter tolerance or enable debounce.  - Cisco Document ID: 
17053 

 

 

BRIVO TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
Brivo is unable to identify any information about the local network (Device’s Local IP, 

etc.).  Brivo Technical Support can supply you with the MAC of a Brivo device given the ID 
number, give you the status of the connection (Time of Last Contact), as well as provide some 
assistance with identifying the problem.  They can be reached at 1-866-274-8648, select option 
3 or customercare@brivo.com 

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/hw/switches/ps708/products_tech_note09186a00800a7af0.shtml
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/hw/switches/ps708/products_tech_note09186a00800a7af0.shtml

